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info:, created Sep 21, 2019. A character in the game, formed to rival the Fatal Fury characters, appearing alongside three color
versions of Fatal Fury characters.[11] Gameplay Edit Unlike other characters, Ryu and Leona can perform a foot stomp once in
a combo. Super Combos Edit Main Article: Super Combos Bio Edit According to the game's story mode, Johnny and her
stepbrother, Jimmy (who resembles the Fatal Fury character Charlie) were close childhood friends. When their parents were
killed during a robbery, they adopted Johnny and Jimmy. Johnny and Jimmy eventually grew into envious, resentful siblings.
When their mother died in a car accident, Johnny began her studies to become a teacher while Jimmy began to work as a police
officer. Several years later, Johnny went into the home of Jimmy's partner and staked him out and shot him. During the conflict,
Johnny shot Jimmy's partner several times, resulting in Jimmy being diagnosed with Multiple Organ Failure and was presumed
dead. Jimmy, who survived, returned with a vengeance and would not rest until he brought Johnny to justice for his crimes. The
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two found each other and began a violent, years-long war of revenge. The game's main plot sees Johnny and Jimmy team up to
fight against some of Japan's most notable Street Fighters and later on, World Fighters. Their goal is to kill each other. Player's
Edit From the beginning of the game, the player will begin with Leona as their initial character. The player can choose from
four characters: Red, Blue, Yellow and Green. The player can choose from either one of the four characters for each of the
eleven available stages. Each character has four stages. The character/stage combos can be changed from Leona to any of the
four other characters. Characters Edit Red Edit Main article: KOF XI: Red Red is the first playable character in the game and
the only original character. Like Ryu, she wields the Dragon Punch, but unlike him, she is capable of performing a foot stomp
(but not a head stomp like in the original Fatal Fury) if performed on the opponent's back while she is airborne. Her Super
Combo is the Dragon Punch, Super Special 1, Super Special 2 and a rapid head stomp. Like all of the other characters, Red's
Super Special 1 is the Spinning Palm Kick. Red's Super Special 2 is the High Quickstep 82157476af
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